Award in Garden History

Dr Michael David Wilcox

The resulting publication of his book by the Auckland Botanical Society celebrates the diversity and history of Auckland’s native and exotic tree stock. It brings a sharp focus on the need to recognise and preserve our urban trees and to value their aesthetic and ecological values.

Mike had a long career with the New Zealand Forest Research Institute (now Scion, formerly the Ministry of Forestry and the NZ Forest Service) then as a forestry consultant researching timber species and applications for their timber products. His research took him around the world where he was able to see a wide range of tree species and he took a special interest in *Eucalyptus* and *Pseudotsuga menziesii*. Can there be a greater accolade than Australian botanists naming a previously unrecognised eucalypt after a New Zealander – *Eucalyptus wilcoxii*?

New Zealand has a strong track record of producing great foresters – S.W. (‘Bob’) Burstall being amongst the most well known. Perhaps what distinguishes Mike is his connection with urban trees and his ability to tell their stories and histories in meaningful ways.

*Auckland’s remarkable urban forest* has rapidly become the benchmark reference for trees in urban environments for public administrators, garden historians, researchers and students of arboriculture but with the added ability to be an accessible read for anyone with an interest in Auckland’s, and indeed New Zealand’s, undervalued urban tree estate.

It is with pleasure that the Royal New Zealand Institute of Horticulture presents Dr Mike Wilcox with the 2014 Garden History Award.

Citation prepared by David Sole and Murray Dawson
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Plant Raisers’ Award

Vance James Hooper

In past years the Royal New Zealand Institute of Horticulture has acknowledged several *Magnolia* breeders. Vance Hooper is another outstanding *Magnolia* breeder in this esteemed lineage¹.

Vance began his apprenticeship with Duncan and Davies nursery on 14th May 1979 and from 1987 to 1994 worked under Jim Rumbal’s guidance² in the Research and Development department. It was here, despite the tedium of mass production, that Vance gained his passion for magnolia hybrids – with more than 500 selections being trialled. In *Commercial Horticulture* magazine (Dec/Jan 2014, p. 37) Vance was quoted as saying of magnolias “They brighten winter. That’s what first captivated me about them”. Few would argue.

---


Vance established Vanplant Nursery and Magnolia Grove mail order nursery. In a comparatively short time he has become a highly respected plant breeder and commercial nurseryman in his own right. As well as magnolias, Vance has been breeding *Agapanthus*, *Aloe*, and *Prunus subhirtella × campanulata* hybrids.

He currently has eight magnolias on trial in the Netherlands and to date has bred 18 cultivars. *Magnolia × soulangiana* ‘Sweet Simplicity’, found as an incorrectly labelled seedling in a garden centre, has been the cornerstone of Vance’s breeding in the genus since 2000. Its seedlings generally start flowering two years from seed and he first used it as a parent in 1987 when he worked at Duncan and Davies.

He still regards *Magnolia* ‘Margaret Helen’ as his best all round *Magnolia* yet. This cultivar was named after his mother and raised from a cross he made in 1987 or 1988 during his time at Duncan and Davies.

In 2011 he won the prestigious Best Novelty Award in the category ‘Trees and Shrubs’ at the International Trade Fair for plants (IPM Essen) with *Magnolia* ‘Genie’; he followed that with another win of the award in 2013 for *Magnolia* ‘Cleopatra’. These are also the two cultivars for which the Royal New Zealand Institute has presented Vance Hooper the Plant Raisers’ Award for 2014:

*Other magnolias raised by Vance Hooper, with the parentage in brackets:*

*Magnolia* ‘Genie’ (M. ‘Sweet Simplicity’ × *M. liliiflora* ‘Nigra’) × (M. ‘Sweet Simplicity’ × M. ‘Black Tulip’) makes a small tree to about 3.5 m tall × 2.5 m wide in 10 years. Its growth is compact as the abundant summer flowers slow the growth rate and increase the bushiness of the plant. The foliage is a healthy dark green with small to medium sized rounded leaves. In New Zealand, its flowers begin to appear in the first week of August, and the last open in the first week of November. The buds consistently open a rich black-red throughout the season, even with the early summer foliage.

*Magnolia* ‘Cleopatra’ (M. ‘Sweet Simplicity’ × M. ‘Black Tulip’) is a small to medium sized pyramidal tree with upright to spreading growth. The vibrant red-purple flowers open to face upwards and are reminiscent of *M. Lanarth*.

**Whilst at Duncan and Davies, Vance was also involved in breeding Vireya rhododendrons and *Cordyline* selections.**

He went on to work at a number of nurseries before ending up at Waitara in 2005, on land made available to him for growing magnolias and citrus.

The recognition received by Vance over the years, including the 2014 Plant Raisers’ Award, acknowledge his highly developed skills as a breeder of magnolias – skills he attributes to the principles of plant physiology and common sense which help the most when breeding plants – not just the ‘rules’.
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